It’s a Bugs Life

Mini superheroes with amazing powers!
Find them in your garden or at your local park

Bees
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Bumblebee
Look

By flowers for flying,big hairy black and yellow
bodies and a loud BUZZZZZ… (don’t bee afraid,
bee respectful)

The UK has 25 different species (types) of bumblebee, each
wears different coloured underpants! Some have yellow bottoms or
red, black, orange or even white. See them in the Spring, summer
and autumn.
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Bumblebees live in really large families of up to 400
bees. They live in nests.

Bumblebee nests are built in
dark, quiet places including
underground. Can you see
the egg pods?

Can you see this bee’s mustard
yellow shopping bags on her back
legs? This is where she puts the
pollen from the flowers.

See a bumblebee in action at Hall Place by playing the
accompanying short video on our learning page
For more information on Bumblebees and a great app game, visit
https://www.bumblebeeconservation.org/bumble-kids/ and
https://www.bumblebeeconservation.org/learning-zone/

Yes, bees can fly, they have built in shopping bags and amazing stingers for defence!
But only females bees have a stinger and being so gentle, they have to be really frightened to
use it! You don’t see the stingers because bees are far too polite and pull them inside most of
the time. Honey Bees can only use their stinger once and then they die, so will only use it as a
very last resort.
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Design your own
Bumblebee
Here are some more common types of bumblebee.
Can you see how each has its own pattern and colours?
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Here is your opportunity to create your very own bumblebee.

Choose your colours and think of a good stripy pattern, then
draw it on the template here or copy the shapes onto a
separate piece of paper.
You can then name your new species of bumblebee. Bees are
usually named after the place where they live or the colour of
their underpants (tails). What will you call yours?
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Bee food

Bee families

Flowers attract bees by producing a sweet juice called nectar
that bees feed on. They also produce pollen dust which is full
of protein. Worker bees use the sacks on their legs to carry
collected pollen back to the nest/hive to feed the other bees.

Each bee has an important job.
The Queen bee’s job is to start a
family and have lots of baby bees
(grubs).
Her daughters are called
Worker bees (a few will be
Queen bees) because that’s
what they do - they work
hard to clean and guard the
hive, feed everyone, look
after the grubs, males and
Queen, make honey and wax,
build the honeycomb.
They are also the
ones that go out
and fly for miles
collecting food.

Bees have a second stomach just for nectar and
Fantastic
vomit it up for the other bees when they get
fact
home. Gross!!!!

Pollination
All bees do a job called pollenating,
they take pollen from flower to flower
as they move around and this is really
important to as it helps us grow the food we need.

Her sons are called Drone bees, they are bigger than
the worker bees with large eyes. Their job is to find
their own queen and mate with her.

Pollen is from the male part of flowers and sticks all over the
bee. When the bee visits a separate flower of the same type,
the pollen rubs off onto the flower and pollinates it so that
fruit and seeds can grow. This is really important because we
humans eat lots of fruit, vegetable, grains and pulses which
wouldn’t exist without bees and pollination.
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Honey Bee

Why is this
bee keeper
wearing
these
strange
clothes do
you think?

If you see her, leave her Bee!

Look

By flowers for a small fuzzy stripy brown body with a
fury golden jacket and listen for a gentle buzzing
sound.
There are more Honey Bees in the world than Bumblebees.

Home
Life

The Queen Honey Bee lives in a home called a hive
and she shares it with over 50,000 other bees.
Honey bees eat the same food as bumblebees but use it
differently. Once they get the nectar home it is mixed with
a special liquid and vomited into storage boxes called
honeycomb. The bees then flap their wings to fan the liquid
until it is cold and sticky, we call this Honey. She then puts
a wax top on it.

The Honey Bee is the only insect in the entire world
that can make us something to eat and she will only
sting you if she is very frightened, but sadly soon after
she dies as it takes all her energy to sting.

Wild honey bee nest. Can
you see its covered in
bees?
Don’t forget to play the
accompanying video of a
bee collecting nectar.
Find it on our
learning page

These
clothes
protect the
bee keeper
from bees
guarding the
hive.

Did you
know?

Honeybees poo!
Have you ever seen it?
It’s yellow and sometimes
they accidently leave it
on a window if they have
crashed into it!
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Honey bees storing honey. What
shape are the honeycombs?

Honey Bee Colouring Activity
Look at this colouring picture. Can you see the honey bee?
A honey bee has lots of different body parts. Can you spot them?
Head

- where the eyes and mouth are

Thorax

- the main body

Abdomen

- the bees bottom and largest part of the body

Lots of body parts give them
Bees have an amazing 5 eyes to help them see better Compound Eye – 2 large black multi lensed eyes
Simple eyes - 3 extra little black dot eye on the forehead

The Antenna on top of the head are touch, smell, taste and
even a kind of hearing.
The Proboscis is a tube-like tongue to suck up nectar (like a
drinking straw)
Of the 6 legs, the 2 back legs have pollen sacks
Flying is easy with 4 wings. The front forewing hooks onto the
back hindwing

Print off this page to colour the bee. Can you draw in a small stinger
on the tip of the tail and a long proboscis tongue going into a flower?
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